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Categorized and noncategorized Chinese and E_nglish 
words, appearing in unilingual and bilingually-mixed lists were 
presented in a continuous recognition task. Enunciation and 
translation errors and respons~ times were recorded for twenty 
bilingual subjects. Categorization and translation had little 
effect on performance, but in bilin~ually-mixed lists 
recognition error rates differed for ~hinese and English 
targets, suggesting that mode of graphi~ representation may be 
an important aspect of Chinese-English Bilingualism. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The following quotation from Young (1971) prompted this author 
to carry out this study: 
... that psycholinguistic findings need to be replicated 
cross-culturally before any conclusions on the universality 
of human language functions can be made. 
1. 
In the field of bilingualism, researchers usually compare Indo-
European languages. This study is an attempt to compare the linguistic 
cognitive representations of an Inda-European language and a Sino-Tibetan 
language. The Inda-European language used in this study is English and 
the Sino~Tibetan language is Chinese. Being exploratory in nature, this 
study does not claim to provide all the answers but it is hoped that with 
whatever findings that may eventuate, others may be persuaded or prompted 
to investigate particular findings in greater detail. 
Throughout the literature, the meaning of the term "bilingualism" 
varies. Here, a broad definition is adopted. Bilingualism is defined 
as "the practice of alternatively using two languages'' (Weinreich, 1953). 
Using this simplified definition the relevant literature will be 
reviewed. The hypotheses and experimental factors, and finally, a 
brief summary of the principles of Chinese characters will be discussed 
in this chapter. 
2. 
1. INDEPENDENCE OR INTERDEPENDENCE MODEL? 
In the field of bilingualism and cognition, there have been constant 
debates and investigations regarding the representation of languages in 
bilinguals. Two extreme views, referred to as the independence versus the 
interdependence models, (McCormack, 1974; 1977) or the separate versus 
the common storage models (Kolers, 1963) have been of major concern for 
investigators of bilingualism. The independence model postulates that 
in bilingualism, the two different languages are stored separately. The 
cognitive processing of one language is not automatically affected by 
the other. On the other hand, interdependence model holds that a 
unified semantic memory is common to both languages, that is, the 
languages all share the one common storage and are interlingually 
connected. 
Kolers (1963) in his word-association study with three bilingual 
groups (that is, German, Spanish, and Thai bilinguals) found that the 
items were language-tagged and stored separately. The main results of 
the study was that only about one third of all responses exhibited 
commonness of representation. Kolers then argued that if verbally-
defined past experiences were tagged and stored in a form specific to a 
given language, the bilinguals would find it difficult to retrieve them 
in another language. Hence, Kolers (1963) concluded that his data 
supported the independence model. 
However, in a more recent study, Kolers and Gonzalez (1980) pointed 
out that the finding of the 1963 study does not really constitute a full 
support of the independence model. The proportion of all the responses 
that characterised common representation was only one third. This 
proportion is too small to give s1~port to the interdependence model 
but it is also too large to support the independence model. 
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Glanzer and Duarte (1971) conducted a free-recall study to 
investigate the effect of repetition between and within languages. The 
lists consisted of English and Spanish words. Each list contained words 
repeated in the same language (within-language repetition) or words 
followed by their translation equivalents (between-language repetition). 
They found that between-language repetition gave higher recall in a list 
than within-language repetition. This led the researchers to favour 
the independence model. 
In another free-recall study, 25 Arabic-English bilinguals were 
used (Lieprnann and Saegert, 1974). The subjects were divided into two 
groups. For one group, all the items presented were in one language 
(the unilingual-list group) while for the other group, items from both 
languages were randomly presented, (the bilingual-list group). The results 
indicate that the two groups did relatively well. The researchers suggested 
that the subjects seemed to have stored the i terns for recall specifically 
in the language in which they had encountered, hence supporting the 
independence model. 
Tulving and Colotla (1970) used English, French, and Spanish words 
in their research. The materials were given to the subjects at two 
different rates of presentation (that is, 0.5 sec. per word and 2 sec. 
per word). The data showed that the recall of words from primary memory 
was identical for unilingual and multilingual lists. However, the recall 
of words from secondary memory was superior for the unilingual lists; 
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next best was the bilingual lists; and the poorest recall came from the 
trilingual lists. Also, the recall of the words in the particular 
language producing the best recall for the unilingual lists was greatly 
impaired for the bilingual and trilingual lists. On the other hand, the 
recall of words in the language producing the least unilingual recall 
suffered relatively little impairment for the bilingual and trilingual 
lists. This was interpreted as showing that for the unilingual lists, a 
single language presumably encourages the formation of higher order 
organizational units in which each word can serve as a retrieval cue for 
another. Thus, the findings imply that the two languages of a bilingual, 
or the three languages of a trilingual exist in relative isolation from 
one another. These results, therefore, are consistent with the 
independence model. 
The evidence for the independence model reviews some aspects of 
the role language plays in the organization of memory. For example, a 
noticeable amount of time is taken to switch from one language to 
another (Macnamara and Kushnir, 1971); relatively few words are 
misrecalled as to language from bilingually-mixed lists (Saegert, 
Hamayan, and Ahmar, 1975); and reaction time is slowed when translations 
are used in memory search tasks (Clifton, Sorce, Schaye, and Fiszman, 
1978). In general then, research on the independence model although 
substantial, is less abundant than that of the interdependence model. 
There is considerable evidence for the interdependence model. A 
few studies are discussed here, while the rest will be discussed at later 
stages in this chapter. The investigation of Lopez and Young (1974) 
used a "familiarization effect" method. The bilinguals had to first 
familiarize themselves with a list consisting of either Spanish or 
English words. They then learned another list composed of words that 
were the same or different from those'in the first list. The results 
showed that the same amount of positive transfer was obtained for both 
groups, therefore the familiarization effect was assumed to have been 
uniform for both intralingual and interlingual learning. Hence, the 
findings provide support for the interdependence model. 
Another study whose results support the interdependence model is 
one done by Saegert, Kazarian and Young (1973). There were two 
experiments involved; one using English-Spanish bilinguals and another 
using Arabic-English bilinguals. The free-recall study was based on 
the part/whole transfer paradigm. That is, subjects learn a part list 
of 10 items and then a whole list of 20 items of which 10 are from the 
part, or first, list plus 10 new items. In the study by Saegert et al. 
(1973) the bilingual transfer group studied. the part list consisting of 
all 10 items from one language and the whole list that was made up of 
10 translation equivalents from the part list and 10 new items from the 
same language as the translation equivalents. Negative transfer was 
obtained when subjects learned the whole list in their nondominant 
language. The researchers reasoned that the results illustrated the 
interdependence of the languages. The organizational units in the 
dominant language are relatively easy to form and relatively difficult 
to modify whereas those in the nondominant language are relatively 
difficult to form and relatively easy to modify. 
In a developmental study of decoding and encoding processes; 
Magiste (1979) made comparisons of Swedish and German monolinguals 
with bilingual and trilingual subjects. The decoding and encoding 
processes were expressed in terms of reaction time. The data indicated 
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that the multilinguals' reaction time to verbal stimuli was 
significantly slower than the monolinguals' reaction time. This is 
accounted for by the less-frequent usage of two or three languages 
compared with one, and the interference of the competing linguistic 
systems. Hence, the interdependence model is supported. 
Other studies that provide evidence for the interdependence model 
include facilitation of serial learning by translation (Young and 
Saegert, 1966); interlingual interference in paired-associates 
learning (Kintsch and Kintsch, 1969); and the picture-word interference 
task (Ehri and Ryan, 1980). 
6, 
Kolers and Gonzalez (1980, Experiment 2) set out to investigate 
precisely how interactive across languages the semantically related 
words are, in a free-recall study. Their rather ingenious investigation 
assumed that some Spanish words could be translated into single English 
words (for example, the Spanish words "barco" and "navio" are translated 
into the English word "ship") and were therefore synonymous. The aim 
was to investigate the likelihood of recalling any one of these Spanish 
words as opposed to some other words that were repeated in the list. 
The results indicate that multiple translations affect recall in the same 
way as exact repetition. But the exact repetitions facilitate recall 
more effectively than the synonyms (Kolers and Gonzalez, 1980, Experiment 1). 
Hence, it was deduced that facilitation within language is less than 
facilitation between languages. This supports the postulation of the 
independence model. 
In general, effects that depend on language are taken to support 
the independence model whereas effects that are independent of languages 
are said to favour the interdependence model. However, some studies 
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obtained findings that are not as clear-cut as those reported above. 
Doubts that began to emerge as early as the late 60s, prompted rethinking 
in the field of cognition and bilingualism (Kolers, 1968). 
Kintsch (1970) had his 19 bilingual subjects perform a continuous 
recognition task on English and German nouns. Group I identified both word-
concepts and language-specific forms (that is, identified each item as either 
new, repeated in the same language, or :repeated in the other language). 
Subjects in Group II identified language-specific forms (that is, responded 
"YES" only if item was repeated in the same language). The third group 
of subjects, Group III, identified word-concepts (that is, they responded 
"YES" even if the items were the translation equivalents). The results show 
that subjects can code words either on the basis of a language-specific or 
a semantic scheme. Also, the two types of schemes overlap, hence implying 
that subjects cannot completely disregard the other type of scheme while 
concentrating on a particular type of scheme. 
Oksaar (1972, 1976) comes up with the suggestion that bilinguals do not 
have only two sets of languages, L1 and L2, but three, including L3 . L3 
contains elements and rules from L1 and L2 as well as elements and rules 
typical only for L3 . They are activated according to the requirements of 
the situation. The deduction of this is made from the observation method. 
Observations were made with bilinguals engaging in conversations in social 
settings. These observations involved both acquisition of bilingualism in 
children and bilingualism in adults. 
In a more recent study, Kolers and Gonzalez (1980) proposed that when 
the experimental tasks involved lists of words, people encode them in as 
many ways as the time and task allow them to. Thus, the suggestion was that 
linguistic representations of bilinguals are independent or dependent, 
depending on the particular skills that are utilized in a given 
experimental task. 
2. LANGUAGE OR SEMANTIC SCHEME? 
As mentioned before, investigators tend to link language-dependent 
and language-independent effects with independence and interdependence 
models. The language-dependent effect is primarily considered to be 
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the language scheme whereas the language-independent effect is the 
semantic scheme. Language scheme simply means that the cognitive storage 
of the word items is organized on the basis of the languages. Likewise, 
semantic scheme refers to the cognitive storage of the word items 
organized on the basis of the semantic content. Hence, it is not 
surprising to find that language and semantic schemes are the issues of 
concern in numerous studies. One method of investigating these schemes 
is by categorization, that is, to investigate whether subjects store 
information by their language or by some kind of semantic scheme. The 
general framework of many studies is to investigate whether categorization 
facilitates memory recall. If so, attempts are made to find out which 
scheme provides the most powerful organizational unit. 
Goggin and Wickens (1971) conducted a study using the Brown-Peterson 
paradigm. There were three experimental groups and one control group. 
Four words were presented in each of the four tests. The words in the 
first three tests were all from the same taxonomic category and in the 
same language. The experimental group received a change in material in 
Test 4: there is either a change in language; a change in category; or a 
change in both language and category. The type of material remained the 
same in Test 4 for the control group. Spanish (S) and English (E) languages 
were used. The category of foodstuffs (F) and the category of body 
parts (B) were also used in the experiment. Subjects were to say aloud 
the four words presented. Then they were asked to do a Stroop test (a 
rehearsal-preventing activity) for 18 sec. After that length of time had 
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elapsed, subjects were given 8 sec. to recall the four words. Equal 
number of subjects were assigned to each of the four possible language 
and category combinations: EF, EB, SF, and SB. Release from proactive 
interference resulted when either language or taxonomic category of the 
items was changed. In the single shift condition, when language was 
changed (and not the taxonomic category), there was almost complete 
recovery from proactive interference. This led the authors to conclude 
"that although the Spanish and English words were nominally from the same 
category, the categories in the two languages may be psychologically 
distinct". 
Another study similar to those mentioned in Section 1 (Kolers, 
1963; Tulving and Colotla, 1970) is one in which a range of pictorial 
and verbal encoding modalities was examined (Tversky, 1974). Reaction 
time was used to measure a same-different task of Hebrew-English bilinguals. 
The results showed that knowing that the second stimulus would probably 
be a word did not speed comparison time to a second word as opposed to a 
picture. Also, reaction time to second expected verbal stimuli was 
virtually identical to the reaction time to unexpected verbal stimuli, as 
well as to unexpected pictorial stimuli. Hence, mental representations 
of words seem to be language-specific. 
There are also studies demonstrating that the semantic category is 
the main organizational unit for processing linguistic information. The 
study by Caramazza and Brones (1980) is one recent investigation 
supporting the semantic scheme. The experimental task involved subjects 
having to determine in a speeded categorization t~sk whether a particular 
presented item was a member of a previously specified category. The 
items were both Spanish and English words. The results showed that 
bilinguals possess semantic memory. The researchers reasoned that 
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categorization times do not differ in the same-language versus mixed-
language conditions since the network structure that contains information 
from the two languages favours the interdependence model. 
Many other studies also demonstrate the semantic scheme as the 
primary organizational unit in the memory. For example, subjects found 
that the semantic properties of test-words provided more important cues 
than did the language of the test-words (Segalowitz and Lambert, 1969) 
and, translations and items semantically consistent with those presented 
earlier were frequently accepted as identical, although not as often as 
items actually seen previously (Rosenberg and Simon, 1977). 
Studies that illustrate that both the semantic and the language 
schemes play a role in the organization of information processing are not 
uncommon. Dalrymple-Alford and Aamiry (1969) interpreted their findings 
as providing support for the view that the bilingual' s free-recall is 
structured mainly in terms of language-category clusters. Hence, this 
reflects stronger intralingual/intracategory associations rather than 
simply intralingual or intracategory associations. 
Taylor's investigation (1971) using word fluency task, indicates 
that intra-language associative links are on the average stronger than 
inter-language links. Also, there exist some links across languages 
between semantically related words. However, links across two 
languages between semantically related words are not as strong as intra-
language links. The word association patterns of bilinguals seem to be 
similar in the two languages, even when their relative skills in the 
two languages are not equal. 
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Barnett (1977) investigated the semantic organization of French-
English bilinguals, applying multidimensional scaling to a series of 
direct paired-comparisons among a group of concepts from both languages. 
The concept terms dealt with the mass media (for example, newspaper., 
magazines, etc.). The findings support the hypothesis that both language 
and semantic content operate as organizing mechanisms. However, there 
appeared to be only one semantic system for information processing. The 
language scheme seems to be no more than a secondary determinant of the 
single system. 
Twenty English-speaking monolinguals and 20 French-American 
bilinguals were used to carry out a study (Russ, Gold and Cherulnik, 1975) 
in order to obtain certain coding measures: latency, reaction time, 
number of words, number of syllables, and interpersonal agreement; and to 
obtain an indication of "meaning intensity". Words that had intense 
meaning for bilinguals may be those that elicit a host of association. 
For bilinguals, the results showed that meaning intensity was directly 
related to the coding measures. 
3. UNILINGUAL VERSUS LINGUISTICALLY-MIXED LISTS 
A common experimental paradigm in testing the bilingual's 
information processing is to use memory tasks on different types of word 
lists. It seems that the different types of lists (that is, unilingual 
and linguistically-mixed lists) presented to bilinguals can affect memory 
recall. However, most studies demonstrate that linguistically-mixed 
lists are recalled as well as unilingual lists. 
Kolers (1965) presented subjects with long lists of words. On some 
lists, the words appeared in red or in black colour; on the other lists, 
they appeared in French or in English words (the unilingual lists). 
In mixed lists, the words appeared both in red and in black; or both in 
French and in English words. The data showed that subjects recalled as 
many words from the mixed language set as from the unilingual set. 
A between-subject experiment was carried out by Liepmann and 
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Saegert (1974) whereby one group of subjects were presented with unilingual 
lists and the other group was presented with mixed-language lists. Again, 
recall of mixed lists was no different from recall of comparable 
unilingual lists. 
Dalton (1973) also reported that in his study, English-Spanish 
bilingual subjects recalled mixed lists just as efficiently as they did 
with unilingual lists. In the whole/part paradigm research of Saegert, 
Obermeyer and Kazarian (1973), no difference was observed in whole-list 
learning between unilingual and bilingually-mixed lists. 
However, when words can be grouped into semantic categories, recall 
is much better than when there are no obvious category possibilities 
(Lambert, Ignatow, and Krauthamer, 1968; Nott and Lambert, 1968). Nott 
and Lambert (1968) found no difference in free-recall between unilingual 
and mixed lists with non-category lists. However, with category lists, 
recall from mixed lists was poorer than unilingual lists and the 
researchers attributed the difference to the greater amount of information 
that must be retained about each item in a mixed list. Also, the recall 
of non-category lists was not as sensitive an index of the degree of 
bilingualism as was recall of category lists. With category lists, both 
recall and category clustering occurred less in the nondominant 
language. 
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A rather exceptional finding emerged in a study by Tulving and 
Colotla (1970) where the highest recall was from the unilingual lists, the 
second highest recall was from the bilingual lists, and the poorest recall 
was from the trilingual lists. 
McCormack and Novell (1975) investigated further into the exceptional 
findings by Tulving and Colotla (1970). Three groups of 20 French-dominant 
subjects were used. The languages of the 18-word unilingual and trilingual 
lists were French, English and Spanish. The data showed that two of the 
three groups exhibited equivalent recall from the unilingual and the tri-
lingual lists from the secondary memory. From the primary memory, all three 
groups had superior recall from the unilingual lists. For the trilingual 
list recall, dominant-language items were superior in primary memory but 
inferior in secondary memory. These results are consistent with the previous 
studies (Nott and Lambert, 1968; Tulving and Colotla, 1970) which reported 
that dominant-language items have rehearsal priority in primary memory. 
McCormack, Brown and Ginis (1979) conducted a study where Greek-
English and French-English subjects were postcued to recall items from one 
language or from both languages. The usual phenomenon of superior recall 
of nondominant-language items in secondary memory was not evidenced. It 
was concluded that subjects gave rehearsal priority in nondominant-
language items when they were set to recall from both languages. 
4. TRANSLATION AND TRANSLATION EQUIVALENTS 
Translation is a special language skill and obviously not a primary 
skill since monolinguals get along perfectly well without it. There is 
no correlation between translation speed and the degree of bilingual 
proficiency (Lambert, Havelka and Gardner, 1959). It seems that in order 
to gain proficiency at translation skills, they have to be learned and 
practised. However, spontaneous use of translation by bilingual subjects 
has been reported. 
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Clifton et al. (1978) tested Spanish-English bilinguals for the 
speed with which they performed a recognition task. Their results showed 
a translation effect in searching memory for words presented in one 
language. Translation effect reflects the "encoding and rehearsal 
processes that occur before the probe is presented". Reaction time 
was increased when translations were used in memory search tasks. The 
researchers concluded that subjects stored words in a language-specific 
form. This may account for the rare interlingual confusions in short-
term memory tasks (Kolers, 1966; Kintsch and Kintsch, 1969; Glanzer and 
Duarte, 1971; Goggins and Wickens, 1971; Rose and Carroll, 1974). While 
this may certainly be the case at the level of single words, the evidence 
indicates that this remarkable accuracy breaks down somewhat at the level 
of sentences (Macnamara and Kushnir, 1971). 
Evers (1970) demonstrated that presentation of a "translated" and a 
"nontranslated" series supports interlingual facilitation. However, this 
facilitation may operate in an unbalanced direction (Lopez and Young, 
1974). Segalowitz and Lambert (1969) found that translation equivalents 
were quickly incorporated in reaction time tasks or judgements as to 
semantic categorization. However, subjects are unable to regard the 
translation equivalents of previously learned words as new words totally 
(Kintsch, 1970). 
Language switching in paragraph-length material takes time 
(Macnamara and Kushnir, 1971). Subjects took an appreciable amount of 
time to pass from one language to another. The effect of increasing the 
number of switches (that is, 1, 2 or 3 switches) was roughly additive. 
It seemed that attempting to anticipate a switch in input slowed the 
subjects down. It was as though they tried to alert both language systems 
at once and ended up by making their tasks more difficult. 
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In a study by Tversky (1974), words equivalent in meaning but in 
different languages (that is, the words and their translation equivalents) 
were investigated. The findings failed to support a single semantic 
modality for the two linguistic representations. Thus, there is no evidence 
that words automatically and immediately arouse their translation equivalents 
or that words make direct rapid contact with a semantic system. 
However, as mentioned earlier, subjects do frequently accept translation 
equivalents and items semantically consistent with previously presented 
items as identical. The same pattern of results can be found when items 
are in sentences, or when they are pictures and sentences; regardless of 
the language, the type of test sentence, or the nature of the language of 
the subjects (Rosenberg and Simon, 1977). Hence, the status of the 
translation equivalents is not unlike that of synonyms within the same 
language, the degree of synonymity being greater when items have concrete 
referents (Dalrymple-Alford and Aamiry, 1970). 
While some studies may suggest that semantically related words are 
similar to those of translation equivalents, other researchers suggest that 
translation equivalents are not retained in the memory as synonyms. Instead, 
translation equivalents and words share the same supralinguistic language-
free semantic representation in memory (Liepmann and Saegert, 1974; 
Saegert, Hamayan, and Ahmar, 1975). 
Kolers and Gonzalez (1980) compared interlingual and intralingual 
synonyms with exact repetition of words. Interlingual synonyms 
(translations) were found to have identical effects to those of exact 
repetition whereas the intralingual synonyms showed less recall than exact 
repetitions. The researchers concluded that bilingual equivalence of 
words is due to the tasks demanded. It also seems likely that bilinguals 
translate only in the initial stages of becoming bilinguals or when they 
encounter some particular difficulties, and that they are less likely to 
translate from their nondominant language to their dominant language. 
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5. HYPOTHESES AND EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS 
McCormack (1974) reviewed five studies which are of relevance to the 
topic of independence and interdependence models. He concluded that the 
evidence seemed to point to the direction of the independence model. 
However, three years later McCormack (1977) wrote another review with another 
five studies and the conclusion was that these studies provided support 
for the interdependence model. These two reviews exhibit a good 
indication of the confusing and conflicting stage of bilingualism theory. 
To date, this independence~interdependence controversy is still very much 
alive. Judging from the evidence of the literature, it does seem that 
depending on the researcher's interpretation on his/her findings, one 
or the other model may be adopted. This leaves the author to suggest 
that perhaps all the studies have been testing different aspects of 
bilingualism. In the experimental setting, bilinguals encode as much 
information as the time and task allow them to (Kolers and Gonzalez, 
1980). So depending on the degree of utiljzation of decoding in a given 
task, the bilingual's linguistic representations may be independent or 
interdependent. 
Albert and Ohler (1978) views that in the field of bilingualism, 
most investigations make use of languages .sharing a number of cognate 
words and an orthographic representation (for example, English, French, 
etc.) The findings may be more susceptible to mutual linguistic, 
interference than languages with fewer similar features (for example, 
English and Japanese). Should this notion of mutual linguistic 
interference exist, this view would be observed by comparing an Inda-
European language and a Sino-Tibetan la_nguage. Chinese is one of the most 
widely spoken languages globally; it is important therefore that it should 
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feature in bilingualism research, particularly as much of the bilingualism 
research to date has concentrated solely on Inda-European languages. 
Hence, this study was conducted to compare between an Inda-European 
language and a Sino-Tibetan language; with the Inda-European language 
being the English language and the Sino-Tibetan language being the 
Chinese language. 
Nott and Lambert (1968) and Lambert et al (1968) found that 
categorized lists are always recalled better than noncategorized lists. 
If this is a universal phenomenon across languages, then the same finding 
can be replicated using diverse languages. Also, if categorization does 
facilitate recall, then categorization may speed up recognition 
performance. Tweedy and Lapinski (1981) point out that 11semantic context 
is a relatively automatic phenomenon resulting from the previous 
processing of a stimulus which happens to be related in meaning to the 
words being recognised 11 • It is therefore proposed in this study to 
investigate whether categorization facilitates recognition performance 
and whether categorization decreases response time. 
Numerous studies have shown that equivalent recalls are obtained 
from unilingual and linguistically-mixed lists (Nott and Lambert, 1968; 
Dalton, 1973; Liepmann arid Saegert, 1974). Also, if translation is just 
a language skill, then having to translate presented items, should not 
affect the subjects' recognition performances. However, translation can 
affect the time subjects take to respond. Thus, the second proposal is 
to test whether equivalent recognition performance can be obtained from 
different types of lists and whether translation has any affect on response 
time. 
The findings of Kolers and Gonzalez (1980) show that interlingual 
synonyms (translations) have identical recall effect to exact 
repetitions. However, intralingual synonyms have different recall 
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effect as exact repetitions. Therefore, it can be deduced that 
interlingual synonyms have different recall effect as intralingual 
synonyms. If this is true, then the time taken to respond to 
translation equivalents will be longer than the target or the buffer 
selection (see Chapter III, Section 5 for their definitions), provided 
that the subjects recognise the translation equivalents as "new" stimuli. 
This is because when a translation equivalent is presented, the semantic 
scheme may be activated (that is, the semantic context has been perceived 
before) and the subject has to decide in which languages/he had seen 
the semantic context represented. This would take longer to decide than 
it takes to decide whether an obvious target or buffer selection had been 
seen. Here it is proposed to investigate whether translation equivalent 
selection takes a longer response time than does target or buffer 
selection for both languages. 
The final proposal is to investigate whether there is any difference 
in forgetting an item for English words as compared to Chinese 
characters. It is noted that the graphic representation of Chinese and 
English languages is different. English language uses the alphabetical 
representation in its writing and is 86 per cent phonetic (Kline and 
Lee, 1972). Chinese language makes use of ideographic representation 
in writing in which each symbol or character represents a morpheme. 
Tong (1971) advocates ''that Chinese writing is a crystallization of 
concretism, a concretism which symbolizes the most abstract ideas in 
human knowledge". 
HYPothesis Number One: That categorization will facilitate 
recognition performance and will decrease response time as 
compared to noncategorization. 
HYPothesis Number Two: That equivalent recognition performance will 
be obtained from unilingual and bilingually-mixed lists under 
both enunciation and translation condition, and that under 
translation condition, the response time of the recognition 
task will be much longer than the response time under 
enunciation condition. 
Hypothesis Number Three: That false target selection will take 
longer to respond to than is the case for target or buffer 
selection. 
Hypothesis Number Four: That there may be differences between 
the:number of Chinese items and the number of English items 
recognized in a bilingually-mixed list. 
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These hypotheses will be tested by utilizing the recognition 
performance and response time of the items presented. Since the subjects 
will be responding to the stimuli verbally, verbal responses made by the 
subjects will be considered. 
Three main factors were under investigation in this study. The 
first factor is Enunciation/Translation. As the author was interested 
in investigating the effect (if any) translation has on recognition 
performance and response time, it was decided that enunciation should 
also be used. Enunciation and translation will ensure that subjects 
actually perceive the stimuli presented. 
Noncategorization/Categorization is the second main factor of 
the study. With the "categorized" feature of the Chinese writing 
(see Chapter I, Section 6) and the mental semantic categorization, 
Chinese linguistic representation may be "double-categorized". However, 
this is not the case for English words. Hence, it will be interesting 
to investigate the Noncategorization/Categorization factor on Chinese 
characters and English words. Also, no study has measured the effect 
categorization or noncategorization has in terms of response time. 
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Finally the last main experimental factor is List Type. Nott and 
Lambert (1968) found that noncategory lists and category lists had 
different effects on recall. The difference in opinion on recall from 
different types of lists (Nott and Lambert, 1968; Tulving and Colotla, 
1970; Liepmann and Saegert, 1974) shows that this issue is still to be 
resolved. Also,the time taken to respond to the items from different 
types of lists may provide further insight to the cognitive organization 
of bilingualism. 
6. PRINCIPLES OF CHINESE WRITING SYSTEM 
In the Chinese writing system, there are six principles (f,t) 
of Chinese characters (Wieger, 1965; Tong, 1971). 
imitative drafts dfx. {t~ ) , the logical aggregates 
complexes (-ff'~ J°j ) , the indicative symbols ({~ ~ 
meaning 4 ~'i), and the false borrowing Ci~~). 
They are namely the 
ct~,), the phonetic 
~ l\!J, 
), the extended 
The first four concern 
the symbolization of characters while the last two refer to the improper 
but accepted usage of some characters. Hence, only the first four are 
discussed. Of the four principles, the first three are called the 
"static" principles and the fourth one is the "dynamic" principle, 
according to the absence or presence of movement in the process of symbol 
formation. 
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The imitative drafts are rough sketches representing the objects. 
These are pictograms. While many of the symbols may be modified or 
replaced, their contents and meanings continue to be unaltered. The 
following are some examples of the modern and older forms of pictographs. 
Modern forms Older forms 
(1) face ,1:J lj 
(2) mouth Q "d 
(3) fish ~ . ·~ ... ~ 
(4) bow ~ i 
(5) sun l3 c9 
(6) moon ~ J 
The logical aggregates are made up of two or more simple 
characters which are the synthetic logical products of the constituents. 
Strictly speaking, the characters thus formed are ideograms. For example, 
(1) bright sun + moon 
i.e. eA • 1j + ij • 
(2) male strength + field 
.L. c:;;, ~ -/J + \tl 
The third "static" principle is the phonetic complex. It consists 
of two or more simple characters. One of them indicates the meaning and 
the other the pronunciation. Some examples of the phonetic complexes 
are as follows: 
(1) copper metal + phonetic elements 
i.e. i~ t + J~ 
(2) cat feline + phonetic element 
i.e. j~ i + ~ 
The fourth principle is "dynamic" in character because there are 
actions or gesticular movements in the character-forming processes, 
hence the name indicative symbols. Some examples are as follows: 
(1) if (servant) a man standing presents something 
22. 
(2) j (to walk) two feet towards the same direction 
(3) /./... (to follow) 
(4) p)~ (to flee) --
(5) t'-1 (interior) 
in the middle of a cross road 
one man walks behind another 
two men, back-t~-back, in front 
of a street entrance. 
to penetrate into the interior of 
a defined space 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
In order to examine the various aspects of bilingualism, a 
recognition task was conducted. The experiment was carried out in 
the Computer Laboratory of the Psychology Department, University of 
Canterbury. 
Three independent judges were initially involved in the selection 
f h . 1 · 1 o t e stimu i. They were all Malaysians of Chinese origin. Two of 
them were university students while the third one was a homemaker. 
All three judges resided in New Zealand for at least three years and 
they used both the English and the Chinese languages regularly in their 
daily activities. 
From a large sample of words, the experimenter selected the stimuli 
under the advice of two of the judges. Then the selected word pool was 
presented to the third judge under experimental condition. 2 After the 
experiment, the third judge and the experimenter re-assessed the stimuli 
and replaced any stimuli that might be difficult for subjects to respond 
to. 
1The term "stimuli" refers to the English words and the Chinese 
characters that were used in the experiment. 
2This was necessary because the experimenter wanted to ensure that the 




There were 20 subjects used in this experiment, of which four were 
females and 16 were males. They were overseas Malaysian students studying 
in the University of Canterbury. The subjects were selected with the 
condition that they were able to read elementary Chinese characters and 
English words. They were in the age group of 21-27 years. The native 
language of all the subjects was the Chinese language. In addition, all of 
the subjects had spent at least seven years in educational institutions 
in which English was the medium of instruction. Hence, all of the subjects 
were fluent in both languages. 
2. MATERIALS 
(1) Reading Passages 
There were two sets of reading passages (Appendix A). One set 
consisted of two short Chinese passages 3 (China Reconstructs, 1959a; 
1959b) and the other, two short English passages (Quek, 1965; Radin, 1972). 
All four passages had been read by the three independent judges described 
above. They mutually agreed that the two sets of passages were of about 
equal length and similar standard. 
For each subject in the experiment, a stop-watch was used to measure 
the time taken to read each of the two sets. The order of the two sets 
was presented randomly. The purpose of these passages was to establish 
the fluency with which each subject read both English and Chinese prose. 
3 
Two short passages were used instead of one long passage because the 
experimenter could not find any long, yet elementary Chinese passage. 
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(2) Questionnaire 
A questionnaire was constructed dealing with the general linguistic 
background of the subjects (Appendix B). In addition to the general 
questions asked, the subjects self-rated their fluency of writing, 
reading, listening to, and speaking the Chinese and the English languages, 
along a seven-point scale. Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to 
answer the questionnaires written in Chinese while the rest were given 
questionnaires written in English. The questionnaire was used to obtain 
additional information on the fluency of the subjects in both languages. 
This information was required to ascertain whether or not fluency as such 
was a factor relating to their performance on the experimental task. 
(3) Stimuli 
The words used were taken from various sources (Paivio, Yuille and 
Madigan, 1968; Jeng, Lai and Lui, 1973; Chen, 1974). The stimuli were 
selected such that they could be easily and unambiguously translated, and 
in the case of the English words, their translation equivalents were 
generally single Chinese characters. The three independent judges checked 
through the stimuli to ensure that the stimuli were words with common 
daily usage and that, where required, the translation equivalents were 
not difficult to produce verbally. The word pool from the above sources 
consisted of 480 Chinese and English stimuli of which about three-fifths 
were nouns, one-fifth adjectives, and the rest verbs (Appendix C). The 
stimuli in each list were randomly arranged in each list and were hand-
written in a single column on "fanfold" computer paper. 
(4) Design 
A 2 x 2 x 3 factorial design with repeated measures on all three 
factors were used. There were two blocks of lists: one consisting of 
related words (i.e. the categorized words) and the other, the unrelated 
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or the noncategorized words. Each block was subdivided into three ·types 
of lists - the unilingual lists in Chinese, UC; the unilingual lists in 
4 
English, UE; and the bilingually-mixed lists in both languages, BM. Each 
block was also divided into two experimental conditions - the enunciation 
condition and the translation condition (see Figure 2-1). In the 
enunciation condition, subjects read aloud at the time of presentation 
what they perceived whereas in the translation condition, they uttered 
the translation equivalents of what they perceived. 
(5) Apparatus 
A PDP 11/10 computer was used to run the experiment. Two terminals 
were used; the subject sat at an LA-30 Decwriter, the experimenter 
controlled the computer from a VT-50 video screen. In effect, the 
Decwriter was used as a computer-driven memory drum. Line-feeds 
(generated by the computer program) advanced the lists the required amount, 
to present stimuli at a cardboard aperture described below. Pushbutton 
responses made by the subjects were recorded by the computer and used to 
initiate line-feeds to the next item on the list, or to the start of a 
new list. 
A movable response unit (30 x 14.2 x 4.2cm) was positioned 
horizontally in front of the subject (see Appendix D). There were five 
4The unilingual lists consisted of lists of words containing only one 
language - either Chinese or English. The bilingually-mixed lists had 
equal numbers of Chinese and English words randomly mixed throughout 
the list (see Appendix C). 
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pushbuttons mounted on the unit. Behind the unit was a piece of cardboard 
with a narrow aperture of 5 x 1.7cm. It was through this aperture that 
the stimuli were presented singly (Appendix D). A softwave timer inside 
the computer was used to record the subject's response time for each 
individual stimulus. The computer also recorded which particular push-
button the subject had pressed on each trial. 
Two computer programs were written for the running of the experiment 
(Appendix E). One was used to run the experiment at the time of gathering 
data and to store the subjects' responses on digital cassettes. The other 
program was used to retrieve the data from the digital cassettes for 
subsequent analysis. 
(6) Lists 
Each list consisted of 60 stimuli in two separate phases. There were 
20 stimuli in the study phase and 40 stimuli in the test phase. In the 
test phase, 20 of the stimuli were actual items from the study phase 
preceding it. These were called the target stimuli. The remaining 20 were 
placed in the list as distractor stimuli. 5 No stimulus occurred in more 
than one list in the experiment. In the case of the bilingually-mixed 
list, BM' there were equal numbers of stimuli from both languages. That 
is, in the study phase, ten stimuli were from the Chinese language and the 
remaining ten from the English language. All of these target stimuli were 
presented in the test phase. The 20 distractor stimuli consisted of ten 
translation equivalents of the target stimuli and ten other stimuli. Of the 
ten translation equivalents or .false targets, five were the translated items 
5Distractor stimuli are stimuli that appear in the test phase but not in 
the study phase. 
of the Chinese target stimuli. Hence, they were English words. The 
remaining five translation equivalents or false targets were from the 
English target stimuli. Of the ten remaining distractor stimuli (i.e. 
buffer stimuli), half of them were in the Chinese language and the other 
half were in the English language (Figure 2-1, sample). The arrangement 
of the stimuli in the bilingually-mixed list was such that no more than 
three items from the same language would be sequentially presented. 
In the block consisting of categorized words, there were five 
categories in every list. Three of these categories were "noun" 
categories, one was an "adjective" category, and the remaining one was 
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a "verb" category. In the test phase of the categorized list, there were 
eight stimuli per category (that is, four target stimuli from the study 
phase and four distractor stimuli from the same category) See Figure 2-1, 
sample. For the noncategorized list, the stimuli were randomly selected 
' 
with approximately the same numbers of nouns, adjectives and verbs in 
each list as in the categorized list. 
There were two practice lists: one was used in the enunciation 
condition and the other was used in the translation condition. Each 
practice list consisted of four items in the study phase and a matching 
list of seven items in the test phase. (That is, the test phase included 
the four items from the study phase plus three distractor items.) 
At the beginning of every list, the word "READY" could be seen 
through the aperture. The stimuli were then presented singly in a column 
down the page such that only one word at a time was visible through the 
aperture (see Appendix D). A buzzer then sounded on both terminals to 
mark the end of the study phase. The beginning of the test phase was 
then automatically advanced by the computer, to position the list with 
29. 
the word "READY" showing through the aperture. The end of the test phase, 





Figure 2-1. Diagram of the overall experiment 
Sample of a categorized, bilingually-mixed list. 
Study £hase: 
1. ~~ Cl 
2. look c2 
3. ginger c3 
4. ~ \it) c4 
5. pig cs 
6. old C4 
7. garlic c3 
,!! 







' See 1 I I 
: Sample: 
: Below I 
I I 
I ________ J 
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9. brain Cl 
10. ~t Cl 
11. + cs 
12. t~ c4 
13. elephant cs 
14. heart Cl 
15. f~ c3 
16. small c4 
17. iit c2 
18. ~ cs 
19. listen c2 
20. -~ c3 
Test phase: 
.?.,, 
1. \~ (T, C4) 
2. dog (B, c5) 
3. >t"@ (B, c4) 
4. ~ (FT-6, c4) 
s. liver (FT-10, Cl) 
6. j (B, C3) 
7. bean (FT-20, C ) 3 
8. kidney (B, c1) 
9. •~' (FT-14, Cl) 
10. -1 (FT-3, c3) 
11. * (B, C2) 12. meet (B, C4) 
13. ;y (T, c1) 
14. onion (B, C3) 



































































































equivalent of target stimulus No. a. : 
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4 target stimuli (T) per category, e.g.~ , brain, ijt , and heart. 
In total, 
~-~ 10 target stimuli in Chinese 
20 stimuli 
(5 categories) 
10 target stimuli in English 
Test phase: 
~4 T (e.g., ~'1' , brain, ~ 
category------2 FT (e.g.,,~ and liver) 
~-----------...2 B ( e . g . , kidney and ~ ) 
, and heart) 






distractors ~ 10 false targets 
~10 buffer stimuli 
There were equal numbers of both Chinese and English items. 
3. PROCEDURE 
The experiment was conducted individually for each subject. The 
subject was first given a questionnaire to answer (Appendix B). After 
that, the subjects were given the instructions that referred to the way in 
which they were to respond to the reading passages. The reading time of 
the subject was measured separately for the two sets of the reading passages. 
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If the subject was given a questionnaire written in the English 
language, then the experimental instruction would be one written in the 
Chinese language, and vice versa. This is to ensure that the experimental 
situation is not language-specific. After reading the experimental 
instruction, the experimenter orally briefed the subject about the 
procedure to ensure that the subject fully comprehended the task involved. 
The two practice lists were then presented to the subject. 
The computer was programmed in such a way that as soon as the subject 
pressed the "START" button, the first stimulus would be presented, and the 
timer would be started. The subject vocalised accordingly, and then 
pressed the "RESPONSE" button. The timer stopped and the second item in 
the list was presented and the timer started again. The computer recorded 
which particular button had been pressed and the time taken to respond 
to the stimulus. During the test phase of the list, the subject had to 
decide whether the stimulus was an item seen before, in which case,s/he 
pressed the "OLD" button. If the stimulus had not been presented before, 
then the "NEW" button would be pressed (Appendix F). 
The subject was told to respond as quickly and as accurately as 
possible. In the case of the translation condition, the subject was 
encouraged to verbally produce the first translation equiva1ent of the 
stimulus that came to mind. It was also stressed to the subject that 
for the test phase, the "OLD" button should be pressed, if and only if, 
the item was presented ih the target stimulus' original language. An 
"X" button was also provided for cases in which the subject was unable 
to enunciate or translate particular stimulus: this was the "DO NOT KNOW" 
button. The experimenter informed the subject at the beginning of 
every list what experimental condition was forthcoming, whether the 
stimuli in the list were related, and whether the list was UC' UE' or 
BM. The experimenter checked the correctness of the subject's verbal 
responses during the entire experiment. In the few cases where words 
were mis-perceived or incorrectly translated, the experimenter recorded 
the incorrect responses. 
All twelve of the experimental lists were presented in one session 
for every subject. The experimenter often questioned the subject at the 
end of the list or at the end of the experiment to clarify what was 
intended by the subject in his/her verbal responses. At the end of the 
session, the experimenter told the subject about the general purpose 
of the experiment and answered any question the subject might ask to 




The first part of this chapter deals with the statistical analyses 
of the responses of the experiment. The discussion of the statistical 
analyses explores the response outcomes in the light of the hypotheses 
mentioned. 
The latter part of this chapter is concerned with the subjects' 
verbal responses. The verbal responses involved both ideographic and 
alphabetic symbols so they will not be analysed. They are presented 
because they indicate some interesting trends in the data. The errors 
made by the subjects are discussed, particularly where the subjects 
produced verbal responses that were different from that of the 
experimenter or where the subjects misperceived the stimuli. 
1. FREQUENCY POLYGONS 
Frequency polygons of the self-rating data were plotted to 
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ascertain the shapes of the distributions of speaking, reading, listening 
to, and writing in the Chinese and the English languages (Figures 3-1 
to 3-4). As can be seen, the distributions tend to be negatively skewed 
in cases dealing with the Chinese language while the cases dealing with 
the English language are more symmetrical. Subjects rated themselves 
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Figure 3-1. Self-ratings in speaking the languages 
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FLUENCY SCALE (VP:. Very poor, VF: Very fluent). 
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Figure 3-3. Self-ratings in listening to the languages 
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language; and as average in dealing with the English language (Figures 
3-1 to 3-3). However, they saw themselves as average when it came to 
writing in both Chinese and English languages (Figure 3-4). This point 
will be further considered in Chapter IV. 
2. REGRESSION ANALYSES 
Simple linear regression analyses were used to establish the 
relationship between the time taken to read both the Chinese and the 
English passages and the self-ratings of the subjects. The relationship 
is called the regression function and the best possible straight line is 
then fitted through the points. The value of Fis then calculated. This 
F statistic is a measure of the goodness-of-fit of the line. 
These analyses verified that there was a significant linear 
relationship between the reading time and the self ratings of the subjects. 
The linear regressions were found to be significant (Table 3-1). 
Table 3.,-1. Regression Analyses 
Intercept Slope r df F xy p 
Reading time for Chinese passages 138.78 -2.24 -0.41 1,18 9.96 <. 01 
Self-ratings of the Chinese 
language 
Reading time for English passages 154.67 -1. 95 -0.52 1,18 6.41 
Self-ratings of the English 
language 
3. RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE 
The recognition data was obtained by taking the number of items the 
subjects correctly recognised within each list. 
< .05 
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A three way analysis of variance with repeated measure on all 
three factors were performed. The three factors were Enunciation/ 
Translation (2 levels), Noncategorization/categorization (2 levels), and 
List Type (3 levels). For the significant interactions of any two factors 
as a result of the analysis of variance, independent t-tests would be 
calculated. The means of the interactions are presented in graphs. The 
standard deviations are presented in the t-tables. 
Table 3-2. ANOVA summary for recognition performance 
Source ss df MS F p 
A 11. 27 1,19 11. 27 2.59 > .05 NS 
B 2.82 1,19 2.82 1. 61 > .05 NS 
C 27.10 2,38 13.55 10.57 < .01 
AB 16.02 1,19 16.02 10.87 < .01 
AC 21. 23 2,38 10.62 2.86 > .05 NS 
BC 18.23 2,38 9.12 5.48 < .01 
ABC 3.03 2,38 1. 52 0.50 > .05 NS 
Key: Factor A Enunciation/Translation 
Factor B Noncategorization/Categorization 
Factor C List Type 
The effect of the List Type factor was significant at the .01 level, 
indicating that there was a List Type difference in the recognition 
performance. The interaction between the Enunciation/Translation factor and 
the Noncategorization/Categorization factor, and the interaction between 
the Noncategorization/Categorization factor and the List Type factor 
were both significant (Table 3-2). 
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Table 3-3. t-Tests for recognition performance over Enunciation/Translation 
x Noncategorization/Categorization Interaction 
Enunciation: 
Noncategorization Categorization 
X = 17.63 X = 17.93 
S.D. = 1.77 S.D. = 2.03 
[ _____ t = 1.16 ---.. ______ j 
p > .05 NS 
Translation: 
Noncategorization Categorization 
X = 18.58 X = 17.85 
S.D. = 1.98 S.D. - 1.83 
l J ------~---.. - t = 2. 60 -~--------' 
p < .05 
The t-test is only significant at the .05 level on the Noncategorization/ 
Categorization factor under the translation condition (Table 3-3). 
Table 3-4. t-Test for :r.ecognition performance over Noncategorization/ 
Categorization x List Type Interaction 
Noncategorization: 
UC UE BM 
X = 18.68 X = 18.03 X = 17.63 
S.D. = 1. 54 S.D. = 1. 76 S.D. = 2.29 
Lt 2.SOJ Lt I = = 0. 98___) 
p < .05 p > .05 NS 
t = 2.86 
p < .01 
Categorization: 
X = 17.78 X = 18.48 X = 17.43 
S ·.D. = 2. 13 S. D. = 1. 58 1. 92 
Lt a 1.8SJ Lt 
S.D. = 
0 3,79_1 
p > • 05 NS p < .01 
---------- t = 0. 86 
p > • 05 NS 
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For the noncategorized words the t-tests are all significant except 
those in the English unilingual list, UE' and the bilingually-mixed list, BM, 
comparison. But for the categorized words, the only t-test that is 
significant are those words in the UE and the BM lists comparison 
(Table 3-4). 
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The interaction graphs are presented in Figures 3-5 and 3-6. It 
can be seen that on the whole, the subjects had a high rate of recognition. 
4. RESPONSE TIME 
The response time taken to react for the various items was analysed 
in a three way analysis of variance with repeated measure on all three 
factors. The factors were Enunciation/Translation, Noncategorization/ 
Categorization, and List Type. The mean response time refers to the time 
taken to respond to an item. 
Table 3-S. ANOVA summary for response time 
Source ss df MS F p 
A 57.38 1,19 57.38 70.98 < . 01 
B 3.12 1,19 3.12 24.10 < .01 
C 3.02 2,38 1.51 10.11 < .01 
AB 1. 78 1,19 1. 78 11. ss < .01 
AC 4.43 2,38 2.21 5.22 < .01 
BC 1. 79 2,38 0.89 6.27 < .01 
ABC 0.39 2,38 0.20 2.37 > .OS 
Key: Factor A Enunciation/Translation 
Factor B Noncategorization/Categorization 
Factor C List Type 
The effect of the Enunciation/Translation factor was significant at 
the .01 level, indicating that there was a difference in the response time 
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Figure 3-5. Mean recognition nerformance over Enunciation/Translation 
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Figure 3-6. Mean recognition performance over Noncategorization/ 
Categorization x List Type interaction. 
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effect of the Noncategorization/Categorization factor was also 
significant at the .01 level. This indicated that there was a difference 
in the response time between categorized and noncategorized words. The 
effect of the List Type factor was significant at the .01 level, 
indicating that there was a difference in response time between the lists. 
All of the two way interactions were significant at the .01 level 
(Table :i-::>). 





X = 1.50 X = 1. 55 
S.D. 0.54 S.D. 
''-------111111- t = 1. 34 _..,.11------
0.58 




X = 2.30 X = 2.70 
S.D. - 0.85 S.D. = 1.11 
I _____ t = 4. 87--• ___ J 
p < .01 
The t-test is significant at the .01 level, supporting that there is 
a Noncategorization/Categorization difference under the translation 
condition (Table 3-6). 
Table 3-7. t-Test for response time over Enunciation/Translation x 
List Type Interaction 
Enunciation 
- -
X = 1. 48 X == 1.60 X == 1. 50 
S.D. = 0.60 C n == 0.59 S.D. = 0.49 u.u. 
Lt == l.17~ Lt = 1.36..._J 
p > .05 NS p > .05 NS 
t = 0.25 
p > .05 NS 
Translation: 
UC UE BM 
-
X = 2.37 X = 2.29 X"= 2.84 
S.D. = 0.83 S.D. == 0.93 S.D. = 1.14 
Lt = 0.69~ Lt = 4.lO__J 
p > .05 NS p < .01 
t = 5.01 
p < .01 
The t-tests were only significant between the UC and the BM lists 
comparison and between the UE and the BM lists comparison under the 
translation condition, thus supporting the List Type difference 
hypothesis (Table 3-7). 
45. 
.~ 
Table 3-8. t-Test for response ~ime over Noncategorization/ 
Categorization x List Type Interaction 
Noncategorization: 
UC UE BM 
X = 1. 89 X = 1. 71 X = 
S.D. = 0.80 S .. D. = 0.67 S.D. = 
Lt = I 1. 85..,.._J Lt = 4.03__J 
p > .OS NS p < .01 
t = 2.56 
p < .OS 
Categorization: 
UC UE BM 
X = 1.96 X = 2.18 X = 
S.D. = 0.91 S.D. = 0.95 S.D. = 
Lt = 2.0)J Lt = o.so__J 
p > .OS NS p > .OS NS 
t = 2.58 






For the Noncategorization/Categorization by List Type interaction, the 
t-tests are significant at the .OS level between the UC and the BM lists 
comparisons for both categorized and noncategorized words. The t-test is 
significant at the .01 level between the UE and the BM lists comparison 
for the noncategorized words. This indicates that there is a 
Noncategorization/Categorization difference among the lists (Table 3-8). 
The two way interaction graphs are presented in Figures 3-7 to 3-9. 
An overall graph on all three factors on response time is presented in 
Figure 3-10. By inspection, the graphs exhibit very large differences 
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in the Enunciation/Translation factor. The Noncategorization/Categorization 
factor and the List Type factors vary in their patterns. 
5. OUTCOMES 
The outcomes of the test phase from the bilingually-mixed lists was 
of interest and so another analysis of variance was performed. The three 
factors were Enunciation/Translation (2 levels), Outcome Type (3 levels), 
and Language Type (2 levels). The Language Type factor in this analysis 
simply refers to whether the items in the test phase were English words 
or Chinese characters. Again the mean response time referred to the 
time of response per item. 
Three possible selections of outcomes of the recognition task were 
derived from the bilingually-mixed lists. The bilingually-mixed lists 
consisted of targets and distractors as defined in Chapter Two. The 
recognition task consisted of the subject picking out the targets from 
the distractors. The correct action was to select, as "old stimulus" 
response, only those items which occurred in that form in the study 
phase. This is referred to as the target selection. In addition to 
target selection, two other kinds of selection involving the distractors 
the subject might make: 
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Figure 3-10. Mean response time over all three factors. 
False target selection, the first kind, occurred when the 
subject considered the translation equivalent of a target 
stimulus as a "new" stimulus. For example, when presented 
with" i" [="bean"] in the study phase, s/he considered 
the English word "bean" in the test phase as "new" 
stimulus. Similarly, when presented with the English word 
"bean" in the study phase, s/he considered the character 
"~" in the test phase as "new" stimulus. 
The second kind of selection, the buffer selection, 
occurred when the subject considered an item which appeared 
in the test phase for the first time as a "new" stimulus. 
The item did not appear as part of the study phase at all. 
Table 3-9. ANOVA summary of outcomes 
Source ss df MS F 
A 80.84 1,19 80.84 126.62 
B 10.06 2,38 5.03 16.00 
C 0.35 1,19 0.35 1.11 
AB .91 2,38 0.46 1. 76 
AC 1. 78 1,19 1. 78 7.33 
BC 6.73 2,38 3.37 3.85 
ABC 2.24 2,38 1.12 4.23 
Key: Factor A Enunciation/Translation 
Factor B Outcome Type 











The Enunciation/Translation factor was significant at the .01 level, 
indicating that there was a large Enunciation/Translation difference in 
the response time. The effect of the Outcome Type factor was also 
significant at the .01 level. This indicated that there was a difference 
in the response time between the outcomes. The Language Type factor was 
not significant at all. The interaction between Enunciation/Translation 
factor and Language Type factor, and the interaction between Outcome Type 
factor and Language Type factor were significant at the .05 level. The 
interaction between all three factors was significant at the .OS level 
(Table 3-9). 
Table 3-10. t-Tests of outcomes over Enunciation/Translation x Language 
Type Interaction 
Enunciation: 
Chinese item English item 
-
X = 1. 96 X = 1. 71 
S.D. = 1.14 S.D. - 1.01 
~------... t = 1. 68 _,. ______ ~] 
p > . 05 NS 
Translation: 
Chinese item English item 
X = 2.95 X = 3.05 
S.D. - 1.10 S.D. - 1.42 
I.___ __ .. t = o. 86 _ .. __ __,J 
p > .05 NS 
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The t-tests are not significant between the Enunciation/Translation 
and the Language Type factors (Table 3-10). 





X = 2.18 
















p < .01 p < .01 
'---------------t = 1.32 -----------------
English item: 
Target selection 
X = 1. 91 
S.D. = 0.66 
p > .05 NS 
Buffer selection 




X = 2.34 
S.D. = 0.79 
Lt= 
S.D. 
4.6l____J Lt= 1 ,44 ·•• ---j 
p < .01 p > . 05 NS 
--------------t = 3.59-------------------' 
p < .01 
For the Chinese items, the t-tests are all significant at the .01 level 
except the comparison between the target and the false target selections. 
However, for the English items, the t-tests are significant at the .01 
level except the t-test for buffer and false target selections 
(Table 3-11). 
The response time graph of the outcome selections is presented in 
Figure 3-11. There are indications of a consistent pattern for both 
Chinese and English items. 
6. TARGET ERRORS 
The likelihood of forgetting a Chinese or an English target in a 
list was considered to be of interest. The errors made by subjects in 
mistaking the targets as "new" stimuli were analysed in a two way 
analysis of variance with repeated measures on both factors. The 
factors were errors made on Chinese or English targets (2 levels) and 
Enunciation/Translation (2 levels). 
Table 3-12. ANOVA summary of target errors 
Source ss df MS F p 
A 0.80 1,19 0.80 0.15 >.OS 
B 61. 25 1,19 61. 25 14.87 <.01 
54. 
NS 
AB 1. 25 1,19 1.25 0.44 > .·os NS 
Key: Factor A Enunciation/Translation 
Factor B Error Type 
The effect of the Error Type factor was significant at the .01 level. 
The Enunciation/Translation factor, and the Enunciation/Translation by 
















































Figure 3-11. Mean response time over Outcome Type x 
Language Type interaction 
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Table 3-13. t-Tests of target errors over Enunciation/Translation x 
Error Type Interaction 
Enunciation: 
Errors on Chinese targets Errors on English targets 
X = 1. 35 X = 3.35 
S.D. = 1.10 
I .. t = 3 .18-.. 
S.D. = 2.85 
j 
p < .01 
Translation: 
Errors on Chinese targets Errors on English targets 




"' t = 2. 73 -= 
_____ S_._D_.~J 2.49 
p < .05 
·rhe t-tests of target errors are significant, supporting the effect 
of the Error Type factor of forgetting Chinese or English target stimuli. 
A graph is plotted to show the relation between the Enunciation/ 
Translation factor and the Error Type factor (Figure 3-12). There are 
indications that subjects tend to forget items in their second language 
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Figure 3-12. Number of errors made in Chinese and English 
targets 
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7. VERBAL RESPONSES 
During the course of the experiment, the subjects' verbal responses 
were recorded. Only those items that were incorrectly enunciated or 
translated are discussed here. As mentioned before, no statistical 
analysis was performed. Instead, all the commonly mistranslated and 
misperceived symbols are illustrated. 
Translation of languages is really never completely accurate and 
the translation in this experiment is no exception. But an interesting 
thing about translation is to examine the actual mistranslations. 
The subjects' mistranslated verbal responses are tabulated 
(Table 3-14). The items in the parentheses are the translation 
equivalents of the items. 
There are indications that bilinguals coded symbols according to 
their content and were not too concerned about accuracy of translation 
in daily usage. The content of a symbol could be semantically related 
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to the content of another symbol from a similar category. For example, 
when presented with the word "autumn", a subject might translate the 
word into ~ [ = "winter"], the name of another season. This could 
cause a bilingual to mistranslate, particularly with categorized words. 
This suggestion is not analysed as it is beyond the scope of this 
experiment. However, an inspection of the mistranslated verbal responses 
tended to support the suggestion (Table 3-14). 
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Table 3.14. Mistranslated verbal resp~nses 
Actual stimulus presented Mistranslated response 
autumn [ it" ] ~ [winter] .. 
5~ [pond] lake [ )~ ] 
Htj [continent] state [ 1tj ] 
turtle [~ ] ~ [tortoise] 
~t [liver] lung [ ~+ ] 
kidney [~ ] ~ [stomach] 
kidney [ 1lf ] ~t [liver] 
\fl [south] north [ ::i-\::.. ] 
*"' 
[east] west [ ,fiJ ] 
~ [forehead] neck [\~ ] 7, 
warm [t\l_] ~R. [hot] 
I••' 
minutes [ 'n ] yr [seconds J 
ginger [-l ] t!~ [garlic] 
hot [-4~ ] ttu [burn] '-'•I 
- ;J,, ;b.. cool [ Y)S ... ] [cold] 
:i. 
'i»o [tin J solder [{t ] 
In daily usage, two Chinese characters are often translated into 
one English equivalent. So it is not unusual to find mistranslated 




The i tern ft' [ == "wild"] was translated as 
"field". If the character \B is followed by Jt 
in Chinese text, it can, strictly speaking be 
translated as "field" with perhaps an underlying 
connotation of wilderness. However, in usual 
translation, the precise equivalent of "field'' 
is " \:£1 ". 
[The Chinese translation is rather more 
flexible than the English translation indicates]. 
The item [=="head"] was translated as 
"stone". The character ;& followed by the 
character ,E~ can be translated as "stone". 
However, in the usual translation, the precise 
equivalent of "stone" is "kl"· 
.,_ 
In a slightly different vein, the character~ 
was enunciated as t The character~ 
¼: 
fo 11 owed by !}, can be trans 1 a ted as "oxygen". 
In usual translation, the character i means 
L 
"gas" whereas the character ~ means "oxygen". 
During the event of the experiment, subjects often visually mis-
perceived certain stimuli. The misperceived stimulus was often rni$taken 
for some other Chinese or English symbol that had some similar shape or 
60, 
structure to that of the stimulus. For example, the word "worship" 
appeared and the subject might misperceive the item as "warship" and 
hence, responded incorrectly. 
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The stimuli that were misperceived are tabulated below (Table 3-15). 
The symbols inside the parentheses are the translation equivalents of 
the Chinese items. 
Table 3-15. Misperceived responses 
Actual stimulus presented Misperceived response 
., 
JI'-.. [claw] f~\... [melon] 
t [cow] 1- [live] 




tt1: [mute] vi [kettle] 
~ 






'lt [scrutinize] ½ [incense] ---
;iel [bay] .g-~ [bend] 'J i ~ [knee] [paint] 
sweat sweet 
i_ [blue] ~ .m. [basket] 
~ [tin] 1~ [kick] 
i~ [tin] 4~ [lead] 
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Table 3-15 (Continued) 
Actual stimulus presented Misperceived response 
il [ aluminium] ~ [ lead] 
i~ [ anchor] ~ [ cat] 
i~ [pan] t~ [ copper] 
iti [ lock] ~ [ chain) 
~ [kneel] ~ [run] 
thread threat 
clam clamp 
~a [ afraid] Ta [handkerchief] 
needle noodle 
1r [ thunder] ~ [electricity) 
63. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
By visual inspection of the frequency polygons (Figures 3-1 to 3-4), 
it was apparent that the subjects rated themselves as more fluent in the 
Chinese language than in the English language. No obvious differences 
between the two languages can be detected from the verbal responses of 
the subjects. There are two possible explanations for this 
discrepancy. The first possibility is that subjects might consider 
their knowledge of the particular language as a whole when they were self-
rating. However, the experimental stimuli only involved elementary 
Chinese and English items. Hence, the difference in the fluency of the 
two languages as rated by the subjects is not apparent from the subjects' 
verbal responses. The other possible explanation is that the Chinese 
language was the first language of all the subjects so subjects may feel 
more confidence in their knowledge of that language than in their second 
language. Thus, subjects might overestimate their abilities in the 
Chinese language or underestimate their abilities in the English 
language. 
The data from the linear regression analyses (Table 3-1) show 
that there is a relationship between the reading time of a language and 
the self-ratings of that language. The more fluent the subject rated 
him/herself in a particular language, the less time the subject took to 
read the passages of that language. 
By visual inspection of the raw data of reading time, all but one 
subject had slower reading time in the English passages than in the 
Chinese passages. Slower reading time in a particular language may 
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mean that the subject is less fluent in that language. Hence, this is 
consistent with the data and gives support to Macnamara's findings (1969) 
that self-ratings and reading time are "the most satisfactory indirect 
measures'' of the degree of bilingualism. 
The results from the recognition performance show that there is an 
interaction between the Enunciation/Translation and the 
Noncategorization/Categorization factors (Table 3-2). Under the 
translation condition, categorization does not seem to facilitate 
recognition performance. In fact, subjects recognise fewer words under 
categorization than under noncategorization (Table 3-3 and Figure 3-5). 
Looking at the response time of the subjects, there is also an 
interaction between Enunciation/Translation and Noncategorization/ 
Categorization (Table 3-5). Under the translation condition, there is a 
difference in response time between noncategorization and categorization 
(Table 3-6 and Figure 3-7). 
The data seem to indicate that categorization neither facilitates 
recognition performance nor decreases response time under the translation 
condition. In fact, noncategorization has better recognition performance 
and a shorter response time than is the case for categorization. Under 
the enunciation condition, there is no significant difference in 
recognition performance or response time between noncategorization and 
categorization. The findings are not consistent with previous studies 
(Nott and Lambert, 1968; Segalowitz and Lambert, 1969) in which 
categorization facilitates recall and reaction time. 
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The analysis of variance of recognition performance shows that there 
is an interaction between the Noncategorization/Categorization factor 
and the List Type factor (Table 3-2). For the noncategorization factor 
(Table 3-4 and Figure 3-6), the unilingual lists (that is, UC and UE) 
show better recognition performance than the bilingually-mixed lists 
(BM' x = 17.63), with the highest recognition performance from the 
Chinese unilingual lists (x = 18.68) and the second highest recognition 
performance from the English unilingual lists (x = 18.03). However, for 
the categorization factor (Table 3-4 and Figure 3-6), the English 
unilingual lists has the highest recognition performance (x = 18.48), the 
second highest recognition performance is from the Chinese unilingual 
lists (x = 17.78), and the poorest recognition performance is from the 
bilingually-mixed lists (x = 17.43). Hence, recognition performance is 
better with unilingual lists than with bilingually-mixed lists under 
either noncategorization or categorization. 
Noncategorized, bilingually-mixed lists (x = 2.10) take longer to 
respond to an item than that from the noncategorized, Chinese unilin-
gual lists (x = 1.89) or from the noncategorized, English unilingual 
lists (x = 1.71). See Table 3-8 and Figure 3-9. For categorization, the 
response times per item from the Chinese unilingual lists (x = 1.96) and 
from the English unilingual lists (x = 2.18) are shorter than from the 
bilingually-mixed lists (x = 2.25). Thus, the unilingual lists have 
shorter response times as compared to the bilingually-mixed lists. 
As a whole, unilingual lists exhibit better recognition performance 
and less response time as compared to the bilingually-mixed lists. 
However, the differences between each type of list vary in their levels 
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of statistical significance (see Tables 3-4 and 3-8). The increase in 
time taken to respond to an item from bilingually-mixed lists as opposed 
to unilingual lists can be accounted by the constant switching from one 
language to the other. This longer length of time is consistent with 
the findings of Macnamara and Kushnir (1971). 
There is no noticeable significant difference in the recognition 
performance between the Enunciation/Translation and the List Type 
factors (Table 3-2). But there is a vast difference in the response times 
between the above mentioned factors (Table 3-7 and Figure 3-8). Hence, 
the results are consistent with the postulation that translation only 
slows down response time but has no effect on the recognition task. 
In the case of the three outcome selections (Table 3-11 and Figure 
3-11) of the Chinese items, the shortest response time per item occurs 
with target selection (x = 2.18); the second shortest response time occurs 
in the false target selection (x = 2.38); and the longest response time 
is found in buffer selection (x = 2.82). A similar pattern is obtained 
for the English items. The English target selection has the shortest 
response time per item (x = 1.91); the second shortest response time 
occurs with the false target selection (x = 2.34); and the longest 
response time comes from buffer selection (x = 2.52). 
The pattern that emerges is that target selection has the shortest 
response time for both languages. This is as expected since the subjects 
saw the items for a second time and hence, familiarization could be 
expected to occur. (The first time the subjects saw the items was during 
the study phase of the lists.) The false target selection is between 
the buffer and the target selections. If subjects make use of the 
language scheme only, then the false target selection should produce 
equivalent response times to those found in the buffer selection. This 
is because the actual false target item is seen for the first time in 
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that language during the test phase. However, the false target's word 
concept has appeared before in a different language (see Chapter III, 
Section 5 for the definition of false target selection). Thus, the results 
indicate that the semantic scheme may be involved in mental processing. 
This indicates that Chinese false target selection was more sensitive to 
the meaning of the word concept than English false target selection. We have 
noted previouslythatTweedy and Lapinski (1981) have suggested that semantic 
processing is a relatively automatic phenomenon. 
The number of errors made when an item fails to be recognised is 
significantly larger for an English item than for a Chinese item in a 
list (Table 3-13). From the raw data, subjects are more likely to 
forget the targets in their second language than to forget the targets 
in their native language. 
Judging from the self-ratings and the reading times of the subjects 
(Figures 3-1 to 3-4 and Table 3-1), it may be said that Chinese language 
is the dominant language of the subjects and English language is the 
nondominant language. From the results of the errors made in recognizing 
a Chinese or an English target, it can be concluded that superior 
recognition performance of the nondominant language is not observed in this 
study at all. This is consistent with the findings of McCormack et al. 
(1979). 
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There are two possible explanations for the above. The first 
possibility is that subjects may give rehearsal priority to the dominant 
language items. However, previous studies demonstrated that rehearsal 
priority occurs in the dominant language items only in primary memory 
(Nott and Lambert, 1968; Tulving and Colotha, 1970). The other possible 
explanation is that since Chinese characters are ideographic in written 
representation (see Chapter I, Section 6) whereas English words are 
phonological in written representation, then the difference is making 
errors in recognizing Chinese or English items may be due to the 
difference in the graphic representation of the languages. Chinese 
characters may have a more deep-rooted schema than the English words 
because of its ideographic representation. 
The verbal mistranslated responses of the subjects show that the 
contents of the mistranslated responses are usually semantically related 
to the actual stimuli (Table 3-14). There are two alternative explanations 
for this. Firstly, subjects were not precise in their translations. 
For example, ~ [ = "south"] was translated as "north".· Evers (1970) 
reported that subjects were not very precise about linguistic 
equivalence in translation. An alternative explanation is that some 
Chinese characters share common primitive$. So subjects are more likely 
to mistake a character for another character because of the common 
primitives. For example,. il [ = 11forehead 11 ] is mistranslated as 
11neck 11 [ = ~ ] • 
From the verbal responses, it was detected that subjects occasionally 
misperceived the stimuli at the time of presentation. The items to which 
they verbally responded usually shared some structure or shape that was 
similar to the stimuli presented. For example, "worship" was misperceived 
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as "warship", or " [ = "tin"] was misperceived as j~ [ = "kick"]. 
This indicates that structures or shape of items do play a noticeable 
role in word perception and should not be ignored. The findings 
relating to these misperceived stimuli provide suggestions for future 
studies to be done, for example, to examine any specific structures or 
features that are selectively attended to in quick scanning tasks. 
As mentioned before, little is known about the comparison between 
Sino-Tibetan language and Inda-European language and very few studies 
in the field of bilingualism have made use of the Chinese language. 
Hence, one of the problems the author found initially was to establish 
a word pool of common items. So an important area for further study 
is to establish a set of Chinese items that can be used by others 
interested in using Chinese characters as part of their studies. 
One of the chief handicaps within the present study is the 
response time measure. In the present study,response time was used 
because the author wanted to ensure that the subjects did perceive 
the items and were familiar with their meanings. Ideally, reaction time 
(that is, the time taken to react to a particular item) should be used. 
However, as the author was primarily interested in examining the 
enunciation versus translation factor, response time (that is, the 
time taken to respond verbally and to react to each item) was considered 
to be the appropriate measure of the two. Perhaps, future studies can use 
a reaction time measure and hence, provide a more sensitive measure than 
the present study. 
One of the chief weaknesses of the study is that there are too many 
factors embedded and intertwined with each other. This makes it difficult 
to pinpoint exactly what is going on. It would be more appropriate if 
the study had been divided into several smaller studies, looking at one 
or two variables at any one time. 
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It must be accepted that bilingualism is by and large a social 
phenomenon. Bartlett (1932) suggested that there "is no doubt that much 
of human remembering is influenced directly and strongly by factors which 
are social in origin". In the life of most bilinguals, languages take 
place in different social settings (for examples, see Southworth, 1980). 
The need to observe bilingualism in its natural habitat is essential 
before complete under$tanding of bilingualism is possible. 
This study was centred on four hypotheses. The first hypothesis, 
that categorization will facilitate recognition performance and will 
decrease response time as compared to noncategorization, is not 
supported. While other studies have shown that categorization 
facilitates recall and decreases reaction time (Nott and Lambert, 1968; 
Segalowitz and Lambert, 1969), the results of this study indicate that 
categorization does not facilitate recognition performance or decrease 
response time. 
The recognition performances and the response times observed 
with unilingual lists and bilingually-mixed lists provide partial support 
to the second hypothesis. The second hypothesis states that equivalent 
recognition performance will be obtained from unilingual and 
bilingually-mixed lists under both enunciation and translation conditions, 
and that under the translation condition, the response time of the 
recognition task will be longer than the response time under the 
enunciation condition. Under both the enunciation and the translation 
conditions, the unilingual lists show higher recognition performance 
than the bilingually-mixed lists. However, the differences are not 
significant in all cases. While the time taken to respond to an item 
in the different lists varies, the response time under translation 
condition is consistently longer than the response time under the 
enunciation condition. 
The third hypothesis states that false target selection will take 
longer to respond to, than is the case for target or buffer selection. 
This hypothesis is not supported. False target selection takes a longer 
time to respond to than target selection but less time than buffer 
selection. For the English false target selection, the response time 
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per item is close to the English buffer selection. This seems to suggest 
that the mental processes involved in the English false target selection 
is no different than that found in the English buffer selection. But 
the Chinese false target selection is closer to the Chinese target 
selection. This seems to imply that the mental processes involved in 
the Chinese false target and the Chinese target selections are similar. 
The last hypothesis, that there may be differences between the 
number of Chinese items and the number of English items recognized in a 
list, is supported. From the raw data, it seems that subjects are 
consistently more likely to recognise the Chinese items than the 
English items. The analysis of variance (Table 3-13) also supports 
this hypothesis. 
From the findings of this study, the two main hypotheses (that is, 
Hypotheses Number Three and Four) indicate different underlying 
cognitive processes which seem to arise as a consequence of the graphic 
representation of the languages. The findings of the third hypothesis 
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indicate that the Chinese false target selection is closer in response 
time to the Chinese target selection than to the Chinese buffer selection. 
This pattern is not evidenced in the English case where the false target 
selection is closer to the buffer selection than to the target selection. 
The findings of the fourth hypothesis demonstrate that the mental 
retention of the Chinese items is greater than that of the English 
items. These seem to suggest that something about the graphic 
representation of the Chinese language affects cognitive processing. 
The differences in cognitive processing between English and Chinese 
languages may arise from the fact that Chinese language uses ideographic 
representation while English language does not. 
As graphic representation seems to be the process underlying the 
differences tested by the two main hypotheses, it is suggested by the 
author that this aspect of bilingualism should be studied in greater 
depth. 
The independence-interdependence controversy has led the author to 
suggest that previous studies have been investigating bilingualism from 
different viewpoints. Therefore, the author believes that only when 
bilingualism is studied from a wide range of different aspects will a 
unified theory emerge. Perhaps this unified theory will encompass the 
present, often conflicting models which are thought to represent 
different aspects of bilingualism. This may be particularly true of 
conflict between the independence and the interdependence models. 
This study was designed as an attempt to provide information on 
the cognitive processes involved in bilingualism. To date, little 
research has been done in this field. Therefore, much extensive research 
remains to be done to understand the many different aspects of 
bilingualism. 
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APPENDIX A 
READING PASSAGES IN ENGLISH 
( 1 ) 
There once lived a Chinese ernperor who \1as very much worried because 
the queen failed to bear him a male heir to his throne, to succeed him 
after his death. He thought seriou~y bf tating another concubine. The 
queen was very much upset upon learn fog this.· She threatened suicide if. 
the emperor took another wife. 
However the emperor thought she was only pretending. Since he v,as 
anxious to find out if the queen meant it seriously, he devised the 
followtng scheme. He placed a bowl of vinegar before her, saying that 
it was a bowl of arsenic poi~on and that is she wanted to kill herself, 
this would be the most opportune moment. The queen drank the contents 
of the bowl, not knowing that she was only drinking vinegar. The emperor, 
upon seeing this, was deeply moved, and swore that he would never take 
another wife. 
( 2 ) 
Those who can do, those who cannot, criticise. This has only a 
grain of truth in so far as art, or music, is concerned. When a person 
looks at a painting his opinion of it and attitude towards it are 
governed largely by his own turn of mind, ideals, education and -experience. 
It can therefore be said that criticism is personal. If you accept this 
then you have to accept everybody 1 s judgement to be valuable. But it is 
absurd. This matter of personal taste now presents difficulty and the 
question of authority in m~tters of art arises. Who or what is the 
c~iterion by_which a painting is judged? Although some assert that only 
time can decide, there are however a few general standards by which a 
piece of work is judged. 
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READING PASSAGES IN CHINESE 
(I ) 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
This experiment is part of a Masters degree in Psychology. It attempts to 
investigate the 1·iay that bilinguals store their languages in their memory, 
and the l':ay that various pieces of infomation are processed in their memory. 
In this experiment, the languages involved are the English and Chinese languages. 
While ans1·1ering the questionnaire, please note that 1·1here the Chinese language 
is mentioned, it is inclusive of all Chinese dialects and not just Mandarin. 
Your responses to this experiment will be greatly appreciated and confidentiality 
will be strictly maintained. 
Mr/Ms: 
Age: 
1. Number of years residing fn N.Z; · ____ _ 
2. Course you are doing in university_· __________ _ 
3 (a) What language is your mother tongue? 
(b) If CHINESE, what dialect/s do you speak at home in your 
native country?------~---------------
. 4. Write down all the languages you can speak, write or understand. (In the 
case of CHINESE, specify the dialects). 
tl 
5. State the educational level of your MPpARIN (e.g. Primary 3,6, or Chinese 
Junior, or Middle Senior). 
6. State the total length of time that you have been educated in ENGLISH 
medium institutions. 
7. (a) What language/s do you usually think in? 





8. Which is your most expressive language? 
( i ) CHINESE I I 
(ii ) ENGLISH C7 
(ii i ) OTHERS 1=-=i Please specify: 
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9. (a) Since residing in N.Z., do you still use the CHINESE language? 
(i) Yes C==1 
(ii) No c=I 
(iii) Sometimes L_:] 
(b) If so, specify in 1·1hat ways. (You can tick as many as appropriate). 
( i) 
( i i ) 
(iii) I 
in reading materials, e.g. books, magazines, etc. 
in conversations 
--~ in correspondence 
(iv) f_~ in music, e.g. listening to CHINESE songs, etc. 
{v) f.__ _ . others. Please specify _________ _ 
10. Circle the appropriat~ number where you think you are best positioned 
along each of the scales:-
{a) when speaking in CHINESE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
very poor very fluent 
(b) when listening to CHINESE 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
very poor very fluent 
(c) when reading in CHINESE 
1 2 ·3 4 5 6 7 
very poor very fluent 
_{d) when writing in CHINESE 
1 2 ·. 3 4 5 6 7 
very poor very fluent 
(e) when speaking in ENGLISH 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
very poor very fluent 
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(f) when listening to ENGLISH 
] 2 3 4 5 6 7 
_j_ 
very poor very fluent 
(g) when reading in ENGLISH 
1 2 3. 4 .5. 6 7 
very poor very fluent 
(h) when writing in ENGLISH 
1 2 3 4 .5. 6. 7 
very poor very fi uent 
You will be given two passages to read aloud. When the passages are in the 
ENGLISH language, read in ENGLISH. When they are in the CHINESE language, 
read in CHINESE. Read accurately and with comprehension. 
When you are ready to start reading, inform the experimenter. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE IN CHINESE 
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APPENDIX C 
STIMULI IN THE LISTS 
1. CHINESE UNILINGUAL LIST (ENUNCIATION) 
Study phase: 
,~ 1 • V 13. ~\J 17.~ 1. \fl 5. 9. i'K..i 
2. Ji(_ 6. ill~ 10. r-1 4 14. 1i. 18.~L 





4. t 8. ~ 12. , 16. ~ 20. _u-52._ --
Test p~ase: 
-1;· .i.. 17.1&_ 25.' 
J,. 
1. 9.~ 33. ~ 
2. ~ 10. izL 18. )(\J 26 . .?.'?~ 34. ~ -
3. t~ 11. '<Jlz_ 19. ~t 27. ,'fJ 35 . .R_ 
4. 1 12. t- ,;~ 20. ~1 28. ~ 36. ~ 
5. ~~ 13.~ 21. &~ 29 . .?f 37. ~ 
6. ,t 14. ~.i, 22. 1L 30. t_ 38. ;~) 
7. ~ 15.~ 23. ~ 31. -1£t 39. } 
8. l~ 16.ifz_ 24. ,L 32. ~ 40. 4t 
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2. ENGLISH UNILINGUAL LIST (ENUNCIATION) 
Study phase: 
1. pelvis 6. straight 11. scorpion 16. poor 
2. friendship 7. item 12. vapour 17. charcoal 
3. page 8 . · •:hammer 13. spinach 18. invest 
4. corn 9. earth 14. narrow 19. cactus 
5. near 10. yacht 15. punish 20. trawler 
Test phase: 
1. prayer 11. slow 21. molar. 31. bureau 
2. yacht 12. hammer 22. speech 32. punish 
3. page 13. charcoal 23 .· invest 33. cactus 
4. corn 14. think 24. spinach 34. nephew 
5. straight 15. occasion 25. pelvis 35. correct 
6. blender 16. vapour 26. robe 36. poor 
7. strength 17. narrow 27. item 37. summer 
8. thirsty 18. precious 28. shine 38. mercury 
9. rhombus 19. friendship 29. trawle.r 39. near 
10. earth 20. telescope 30. scorpion 40 rainbow 
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3. BILINGUALLY-MIXED LIST (ENUNCIATION) 
Study :ehase: 
1. pillar 6. "i 11. compress 16. ~ 
2. ~,:) 7. At 12. paper 17. smooth 
• tt 3. 19... 8. chair 13. 18. glacier 
4. winter 9. fk~ 
0 
14. J~ 19. ~ 
5. ;:J .. 10. play 15. garden 20. real 
Test :ehase: 
1. ~ 11. ~ 21. bundle 31. garden 
2. ,'vj nter 12. pillar 22. real 32. A( 
3. if\J 13. '$ 23. caravan 33. sand 
4. :tJj 14. wheat 24. ~ 34. ~ 
5. station 15. smooth 25. ~ 35. )~ ~ 
6. iiL 16. play 26. paper 36. ~l 
7. fragile 17. ~ 27. il, 37. tower .. 
8. sleep 18. porridge 28. glacier 38. ~~ 
9. ;; .. 19. compress 29. zero 39. it 
10. ~ 20. ~ 30. ~ 40. chair . ~ 
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4. CATEGORIZED, CHINESE UNILINGUAL LIST (ENUNCIATION) 
Study phase: 
1. 1 6. + 11. ~ 16. t'7~, -----
~ 
.,. 
~~ 2. 7. fri~ 12. 17. ~$i 
3. ~' 8. -!l 13. ~l 18. ~(i] 
4. lf\ 9. "-t 14. ~ 19. ~l;'f 
5. ~- 10. )~ 15. iti 20. ~' 
Test phase: 
1. ,t 11. -t 21. ft, 31. ii 
2. i~--·'""' 12. 1 22. "-t 32. ~ 
3. -tt~ 13. tit 23. ii\ 33. k: 
4. 1 14. ~-- 24. ~ 34. ~ / 11..J 
5. ~ 15. ~l 25. ~ 35. ~12 ~ ........ J r ...... 
6. ~ 16. ~ 26. li~ 36. a~ 
~ i§ll ;{;t .. 7. 17. 27. 37. Wt. 
8. @ 18. ~:l 28. !~ 38. ;;., 
9.* 19. t 29. ~ 39. *f, 
.. -fitl. 30.~ p,~ 10. ~ 20. 40. ~ 
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5. CATEGORIZED, ENGLISH UNILINGUAL LIST (ENUNCIATION) 
Study phase: 
1. termite 6. fearless 11. prolong 16. extend 
2. heroic 7. brave 12. flute 17. trumpet 
3. wasp 8. cello 13. farmer 18. elongate 
4. doctor 9. juggler 14. cymbal 19. mosquito 
5. lengthen 10. locust 15. bold 20. cobbles 
Test phase: 
1. stretch 11. builder 21. guitar 31. farmer 
2. vioU,n 12. drum 22. juggler 32. expand 
3. manager 13. fearless 23. protract 33. moth 
4. locust 14. doctor 24. elongate 34. gallant 
5. bold 15. trumpet 25. bee 35. termite 
6. flute 16. brave 26. butcher 36. cello 
7. cobbler 17. lengthen 27. wasp 37. widen 
8. beetle 18. artist 28. extend 38. respectable 
9. prolong 19. honourable 29. piano 39. cymbal 
10.heroic 20. cockroach 30. courageous 40. mosquito 
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6. CATEGORIZED, BILINGUALLY MIXED LIST (ENUNCIATION) 
Study phase: 
1. walk 6. kneel 11. gold 16.~' 
2. m 7. f/&i 12. :i~ls. 17. beer 
3. iron 8. 11 13. weak 18. JU<_ 
4. ugly 9. wine 14. Iii~ 19. ~ 
5.~ 10. plum 15. ~ 20.- peach 
Test phase: 
1. 1l 11. wine 21.1t)j 31. @)~ 
2. t '•'ft 12. ~ 22. wicked 32. steel 
"'II" 
3. beer 13. ~ 23. ,t4~ 33. ~ 
4. peach 14. jump. 24. /&Ji1 34. almond 
5. crawl 15. ~ 25. gold 35. iron 
6. 1: 16. weak 26. ;i~ 36. kneel 
7. tea 17. pears 27. silly 37. ~ 
8. u.t_ 18. JU:,_ 28. walk 38. whisky 
9. at 19. plum 29. ~ 39. copper 
10. ~ 20. ugly 30. tt 40. ~~ 
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7. CHINESE UNILINGUAL LIST (TRANSLATION) 
Study phase: 
1. ~ 6. ~ 11. ~ 16. ~~ 
2. ~ 7. 16 12. ~ 17. * 
3. fl[, 8. fifJ 13. t 18; ~Jij 
4. i 9. 21 14. ,~ 19. ~~ 
5. ~ e 10. ~ 15. 1tl 20. t 
Test phase: 
1. ft:J 11. 76 21. 5~. 31. ft 
2. ,\?, 1 ¼, ~ 12. 22. 32. ~ -·-, ... -~f .r.,, 
3.·~ 13. ~ 23. \~ 33.~ 
4. t_ 14. i~ 24. ~ 34. t 
5. ~~ 15. :t 25. t .>-35. ~ ...... 
6. 1. 16. i 26. ~ 36. ~~ 
- :1:. 
7. -;.~ 17. * 27. ~Jz.__ 37. l: 
frl) 18. 't ..... 38. ¾!, 8. 28. ~ 
9. Ii~ 19. ~ 29. ~ 39. -i'~i) 
10. ht -
' ~ 
20. ~ 30. ~ 
~ 40.  
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8. ENGLISH UNILINGUAL LIST (TRANSLATION) 
Study phase: 
1. thread 6. bird 11. north 16. teach 
2. bamboo 7. car 12. gun 17. late 
3. sweat 8. dark 13. blow 18. autumn 
4. new 9. fire 14. deaf 14. blood 
5. salt 10. knife 15. water 20. umbrella 
Test phase: 
1. teach 11. far 21. gun 31. shoe 
2. west 12. late 22. umbrella 32. road 
........ :8-
3. g.rc'ISS 13. oil 23. north 33. sugar 
4. car 14. autumn 24. lamp 34. bird 
5. donkey 15. fast 25. knife 35. thread 
6. escape 16. fire 26. sweat 36. dark 
7. blood 17. leather 27. melt 37. blow 
8. mountain 18. salt 28. deaf 38. require 
9. temple 19. pearl 29. allow 39. year 
10. water 20. new 30. flag 40. bamboo 
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9. BILINGUALLY-MIXED LIST (TRANSLATION) 
Study phase: 
1. ~~ 6. it 11. ?~ 16. noodle 
2. short 7. powder 12. arrival 17. ~~ ~ 
3. fu 8. stone 13. ~~ 18. false 
4. ).\\., 9. 5~ 14. open 19. wide 
5. letter 10. ~ 15. worship 20. ~ 
Test phase: 
~ 
1. fork 11. deep 21. f\t4 31. false 
2. ~ . ,.l,;,c• 12 . ~t 22. fu 32. ~ 
3. ladder 13. if 23. arrival 33. powder 
4. needle 14. noodle 24. stone 34. ~ 
5. ~ 15. wide 25. Pt\i 35. ~ 
6. short 16. wear 26. die 36. ft 
7. ~ 17. 1', 27. ~ 37. use 
8. ,~ 18. open 28. 1t 38. M~ 
9. letter 19. read 29. worship 39. ~ 
10. hair 20. Mn 30 .. ball. 40. ~ 
96. 
10. CATEGORIZED, CHINESE UNILINGUAL LIST (TRANSLATION) 
Study phase: 
,,. .. ~ 
~ 16. :fJ 1. Yq} 6. ~ 11. 
2. -~ Jif, 7. ~ 12. j~ 17. -& ' , 
3. ~ 8. ' 
13. $, 18. ~<._ 
4. ~~~.-, .. u 9. !.tr_ 14. ~ 19. -1 / 
5. ~x.. 10. ijtf , I'" ,ii 20. ~ .1;) • 
Test phase: 
1. ~ 11. t•] 21. ~ij 31. ~~ 
2. ~--1.~)t~ 12. 'f.~ 22. $, 32. t, \. .. , 
. -
3. Jr.. 13. tL 23. -f;:1J 33. ~tp ..., 
4. ~ 14. %~ 24. Jt ... 34. ~ 
5. )~ 15. ~ 25. l 35. ~ -· 
6. ~~ 16.1 26. ~~ 36. ~ ':j ~-· 
7. ~ 17. k/J(_ 27. \i~ 37. ~ 
~ 18.4 ~ ~ 8. 28. 38. I \. > 
9. ~ 19. ~ 29. ~ 39. ~ 
10. ~ ~ " <fl 20. 30. ~ 
40. , ..... ) 
97. 
11. CATEGORIZED, ENGLISH UNILINGUAL LIST (TRANSLATION) 
Study phase: 
1. seconds 6. learn 11. stool 16. fish 
2. hot 7. dry 12. shark 17. cool 
3. win 8. yard 13. wet 18. receive 
4. crab 9. hold 14. inch 19. wall 
5. door 10. prawn 15. window 20. mile 
Test phase: 
1. room 11. feet 21. window 31. clam 
2 . ,i,1hal-c·:,:'ii'.. 12. have 22. shark 32. mile 
3. learn 13. minutes 23. pounds 33. crab 
4. stuffy 14. cold 24. receive 34. burn 
5. prawn 15. buy 25. seconds 35. table 
6. cool 16. hall 26. fish 36. inch 
7. kati 17. turtle 27. obtain 37. tortoise 
8. hold 18. yard 28. stair 38. wall 
9. door 19. win 29. stool 39. dry 
10. warm 20. pick 30. hot 40. wet 
98. 
12. CATEGORIZED, BILINGUALLY-MIXED LIST (TRANSLATION) 
Study phase: 
1. ~, 6. old 11. f 16. small 
2. look 7. garlic 12. tt 17 tJ.'1.7 . (j\ 
... 
~ 3. ginger 8. u~ 13. elephant 18. 
4. ~ 9. brain 14. heart 19. listen 
10. ify f~ 
,,... 
5. pig 15. 20. ~ 
Test phase: 
1. ~ 11.~ 21. ginger 31. heavy 
2. <log'" 12. meet 22. ~ 32. garlic 
3. ,a 13. ~, 23. ~ 33. ~ 
4. ~ 14. onion 24. rat 34. ia1 
5. liver 15. small 25. J\..'-. 35. brain 
6. f 16. old 26. f 36. ol• 
7. bean 17. L 27. ~, 37. pig 
8. kidney 18. light 28. look 38. listen 
9. ,-t: 19. elephant 29. ~ 39. 
al 
~ 










LISlER :12-FEB-82 BASIC/CAPS V0:1-0:1 
5 .0 RIH1 11 lHPU! t~o.· OF 8LOCKS 5HVED ON TH1S FILEH \ JNPUT Ni 
6 PRlNT "lNPUT FILE NAME"\ i~PUT V$ 
:10 OPEN VS FOR lNPUT AS FJLE 1:1 
2i.3 JN?Ul iL1 .. ti::i 
]l] 1/iPUT ii:1., A::i 
4!~ JN?U1 H:t .. ;:{:1 
50 PRlNT "SUBJECT'S NAME, AGE AND NUNBER" 
55 PRlNT N~,A~,X$ 
56 JliPU, lU, )i:1 
s 7 P R 1 rn ;.u 
6J FOR N=l 10 N:1 
?u lliPIJT Ji 1. U 
8 2 1 t1 F U 1 # :1 .• 2 
:1 ;J O PR ! /IT L :; , 2 
:1213 JtiPUT ii'.1. H 
:125 PRJtri H 
:1JG PRJHT 11 1RJAL", 11 KE'r NO.", "RESPONSE TIME" 
:1J5 FOR K=:1 10 20 
140 JNPIJ1 #:1 .. ~{ 
:15 ,3 1 ti P iJ T # :1., J 
1613 HIPUT Ji:1, ·r 
1 7 J P R J rl 1 1< .• 1 , 1 
:1 :38 1/E:~ T K 
2eiJ ltiPUT i/1, R:'1 
220 PRlllT R::i 
2 J O P R ltlT II TR JR L " , " f( E Y N O. 11 , " R E 5 PONS E Tl 11 E • 
240 FOR 1:=1 TO ·40 
25;} 1 IIPUT #:1, t( 
260 INPUT #:1, l 
27 i3 1/i P U T i1 :! , T 
2:3e PRHIT 1:, L 1 
2:30 NE)<T f( 





E~N!CE :12-FEB-62' BASIC/CAPS Y01-0:l 
j~ DlK 1C2Q),1(20) 
:11.lJHl lH4:1).,TH4:l) 
:19 ?F.ltli "lriPUT NO. OF TRIALS ltl THIS RUN ... " 
:2 ~J l tl P IJ "!' ti ::i 
5:; FR Hii "l:lPU T SUB.JE CT'S IHl/lE.. A GE, rwrrnER • 
55 ltiPUT tis, P,;;;, ~{$ 
11Ji] c;= 11 l1Et!" 
;1111 O4;:"LISI" 
:1:10 Sa=CHRS(10)8CHR!C:lJ) 
208 REn - SET U? OUTPUT DEYICE 
22:1 GJ=CHRs<J•~) 
226 PRINT "INPUT DEVICE AND FILE-NAME FOR SAYING DATA"\ INPUT FS 
2JG OPEN Fs FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 11 
2 .:- :3 FR ! ti 1 ii 1.- tis 
25:J pi;·,:n ~:1, R~ 
2 s 2 F,; 1 rn t :1, :, .:. 
260 PR!NT "l~PUT FIRST LIST PRESENTED IN THIS RUN' 
2 6 :1 J ri Pu l' ~< j 
2'52 Pr:.rnT 1i1,:.,1 
JOJ REN -12 LlSTS JN TOTAL; EACH LIST AS A STUDY PHASE AND A TEST PHASE 
JOJ FOR N=:1 TO Nl 
J~~ PRJNT "IH?UT 1 TO START NEXT LIST'\ INPUT A7 
20~ l~ A7=1 THEN 310 
J,36 GG 7'0 3'1-1 
J:tG PEJNT ~1, 'LIST" 
J 1 2 r; 2 ;; ~< 1 - 1 • n 
JJJ JF N2)12 THEN N2=N2-12 
3 l 8 PR I ti T t ! .• 112 
219 FR!tiT DSS51RJ(tl2) 
J2•J REtl - 1"Etil'Y lTEil Jr: THE STI.ID'{ PHASE; 40 IN THE TEST PHASE. 
JJ1J n;p,:s;,,J) \ ltiF(8 ,0) \ JNP,:B:.t,0) \ lNP(BS,0) \ lNP(El:$,0) 
]]1 lr,-p,:s:;, 0) \ I/iP(8 , 0) \ JNP(B:f., 1)) 
J~O REN - AOijANCE THE LJST BY ONE lTEN 
345 P.E5P •'.,) 
]46 JF l~l~ THEN 349 
]<9 JF l<lQ lHC:N J45 
J5D REN - PRE ENT NE~T ITEN ON LlST 
J 5 ~ F ~ ltll "S 1 D •~ ? HASE S TR RT 1N G NO II. • • • • 
J52 FOR K=1 1 20 
35] ~3=CSS51R (K) 
3 5 6 ? R lt/1 fi:, 
]57 ;;,p,:31, D) \ J/lP(B:r, 0) \ JtlP(8$, 0) 
:; 5 :3 J 11 F ,: 8.;, <J ) 
] 6 :J 5 CL}~ 













45lJ t-1::::\T ~, 
~iJiJ 1NPC3~,Q), INP 1:3$.,0) \ INP(8$.,0) 
510 FOR K==1 10 538 \ tlEXT K 
55g REN. - PR5SENT TEST ?HAS~ 
555 PRirl"f "TEST ?HASE Si?.Rl lNG NIJU .•.. ' 
560 ti$==CHR::t (7) 
562 Rm ·- BELL AND BUZZER me. LTD 
56J 1NP<8$, 0) \ PRINT T~$ 
5 6 5 l r1 P ( 8 :.1 .. 1-3 ) \ l t1 P < 8 $ J G) \ lH P < 8 s J e J \ 1 rJ P < 8 .t .. 0 J 
5 6 6 I Ii P (13 '.f .. 0 ) \ Hi P ( B $, 0 ) \ IN P ( 8 S .• 8 ) \ : r: P i 8 $, 0 ) 
567 RESP(l) 
569 IF 1=1C 1HEN 570 
56~ JF !(18 THEN 567 
570 FOR K•1 TO 40 
574 AS•Cl&STRICK) 
575 PRlNT AS 
576 !NP<8:I, 0) \ INPiB:., 0) \ INPCS:t, 0) 
578 !NP<8'1, 0) 
588 scu: 
5:3~J RESP•:!) 
600 IF I•8 THEN sse 
60:1 IF I•5 THEN 5~0 
602 IF I•& THEN 12S 
60J IF I•7 THEN 6213 
,.;,34 GO T1J 590 
620 RCU(O) 
00 I=I-:3 
650 B 00"1 
H1J T:100=T 
67() NE:=~1 r( 
672 rnPrn~ .. 13) \ Jr,P(S$, (l) \ !NP(B$, 13) \ lNP(8$, 0) 
675 PR!N'T tt:1, "STUD'{ PHASE" 
7:10 FOR K=:l TO 20 
7:213 PR IWT #:1, f( 
730 PRIWT ll:1.,IO() 
7413 PR !N'T l!:1, HK) 
745 r1E:n f( 
747 PRlNT #:!, "iESi PHASE" 
750 FOR K=:1 TO 40 
750 PRINT ll:l, K 
770 PRINT ll:1, !HK) 
7:30 PRHl'T ll:1, T:liK) 
7913 NEHT K 
850 NEl<T N 
9130 CLOSE U 
:113130 END 




EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH 
ENUNCIATION CONDITION 
You will be given a list of words, presented one at a time. When 
you are ready to start the experiment, press the key.at-the extreme 
right, labelled 11 S11 ••. A \vor.d will be -presented.· Enunciate the word as 
gLlitkly·and as·atcutately·as·you can. While enunciating the word, press 
the key labelled 11 R11 , the 'response' key. The next word will be presented 
and agc!i.n you are required to enunciate the new word and press the key. 
· When y6u reach the end of the list, a buzzer will be sounded. 
In the next procedure, you will be given a list of words as before. 
Again, you enunciate the word as soon as you see it and press a key. 
This time, you use one of the other two keys. If the word has appeared 
previously, press the key labelled 11 011 , the 'old word' key. If you have 
not seen the word before, press the "N" key, the 'new word' key. 
You will be given a short list of words for practice, before you 
start the actual experiment. 
Before you start any pair of Lists, the experimenter will tell 
you what to expect from the lists. 
104. 
TRANSLATION CONDITION 
A list of words will be presented to you, one at a time. You are 
required to orally .translate the -word that is presented.· Tra~~late·as 
_g_uickly·and ·as·accurately as·you·can, While you are giving the translation 
equivalent of the word, press the 11 R11 key, the 'response I key. The next 
word will be presented to you and aga~1 you are to give the translation 
equivalent orally and press the 11 R11 key. At the end of the list, a. 
buzzer will sound. 
For the next procedure, your task is still to translate the 
presented word orally. However, the key you are required to press is 
one of the other 2 keys. When a word you Qave seen previously is pre-
sented, you press the key labelled 11 011 , the 'old word' key while 
producin~ the translation equivalent orally. When you have not seen the 
word before, press the 11 N11 key, the 'new word' key while translating 
orally. 
Before the actual experiment, you will be given a short list of 
words to practise. The experimenter will tell you what to expect from 
any pair of lists before you proceed with them. 
When you are ready to start, press 11S11 , ·the 'start' key and the 
presentation of the whole list of words will proceed one by one. 
105. 
EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTION IN CHINESE 
106. 
